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THE WIRING 
DIAGRAM 
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Learn more & get a free demo now! 

Call: 800-896-3126  |  Visit: mitchell1.com

Or find your local sales rep: mitchellrep.com

Wiring diagrams have never been so 

complex—or so easy to navigate!

Get into the diagnostic fast lane with the 

all new Interactive Wiring Diagrams 

in ProDemand. Link to the complete 

component information you need from 

right INSIDE the wiring diagram.

Click the component to see:

 › Component location & testing

 › Common failures & Real Fixes 

 › Specifications — and more!
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TRENDING

INDUSTRY NEWS

PHOTO: LCSWART | DREAMSTIME.COM

LAWSON HELPING 
CUSTOMERS NAVIGATE 
CHALLENGES
President and CEO 
Michael DeCata speaks on 
the company’s response 
to COVID-19, industry 
challenges and how 
they are helping their 
customers.
MOTORAGE.COM/LAWSON

ASE CANCELS 
CONFERENCE
The ASE Education 
Foundation cancelled 
its Instructor Training 
Conference, scheduled 
for July 14-17 in Frisco, 
Texas, which provided 
training for high school 
and college instructors.
MOTORAGE.COM/FRISCO

AASA: AAPEX IS A “GO”
AASA President Paul 
McCarthy held a media 
briefi ng last month 
that discussed the 
coronavirus pandemic 
and industry response, 
and reiteriated that as of 
now, AAPEX 2020 in Las 
Vegas is a “go.”
MOTORAGE.COM/PAUL

AFTERMARKET OPPOSES 
CASH FOR CLUNKERS
Major automotive 
associations are united in 
opposing a new “Cash for 
Clunkers” type program 
from being included in the 
next COVID-19 stimulus 
legislation and sent a letter 
to Congressional leaders.
MOTORAGE.COM/CLUNKER

EXPERIAN DETAILS 
VEHICLES ON THE ROAD
To help aftermarket 
organizations better 
understand the current 
market, Experian took a 
closer look at vehicles 
on the road. Marty Miller 
shares insight on what 
shops can do to prepare.
MOTORAGE.COM/MARTY

WIPE AWAY ISSUES WITH WIPER SERVICE
MITCHELL 1 // 

It’s likely that you’re 

experiencing lower 

car counts like many shops 

around the country. But this is 

your chance to go above and 

beyond by wiping away cus-

tomer complaints they literally 

see through their windshield.

Windshield wipers are a 

simple vehicle part to check 

and fix if necessary — even if 

your customers haven’t cried 

the “Wiper Blade Blues.” 

Mitchell 1, known for its 

technical auto repair informa-

tion through ProDemand® and 

SureTrack®, has simple steps 

any service advisor can suggest and any 

level technician can complete quickly 

and easily. 

First, service advisors should ex-

plain a wiper’s lifespan is really only 

one to two years on average. But if your 

shop is in a hotter climate or your cus-

tomers regularly drive in wet, muddy 

or snowy conditions, that timeframe is 

much shorter. 

For technicians, there are simple 

solutions they can do now. Start by 

cleaning the rubber blades with a glass 

cleaner such as Windex or isopropyl al-

cohol to remove any dirt, oil and road 

grime. Contaminants like this are the 

main cause of the blades chattering, 

smearing and just not cleaning the 

windshield. 

Take another step to clean the wind-

shield with the same glass cleaner and 

check the washer fluid container for 

contaminants. That container is an often 

overlooked vehicle component that can 

cause more issues for a driver. 

When the customer comes to pick up 

the vehicle, a service advisor can share 

the extra tip of how to make your own 

windshield washer fluid. Taking a few 

minutes to share the simple recipe that 

can save them time if they run out is an 

easy way to show care and kindness to-

ward drivers. The easy mix is about 85 

percent water, 15 percent glass cleaner 

(e.g. Windex) and just a tablespoon of 

liquid dish washing soap.

If after these steps there still is chat-

ter on a post-repair test drive or the cus-

tomer still reports problems, it’s time to 

replace the blades. 

With this simple approach, every-

one in the shop can help wipe away 

customers’ complaints and boost your 

customer relationships as you work to 

regain car count. 



80% of the top-10 vehicle  
models sold in 2019 use R-1234yf
Getting started with R-1234yf service

What’s required?

 A new machine with R-1234yf 
high and low side couplers

 A new leak detector for  
R-134a AND R-1234yf

 A new oil injector with the 
R-1234yf coupler

AC1234-9 LD7 18465

Locating leaks

� 7UDFHU�JDV��OOV�V\VWHPV� 
fast and is much cheaper  
than R-1234yf

 SAE J2913 and J2791 
FHUWL�HG�OHDN�GHWHFWRU

 UV dye can be added  
WR��QG�ORQJ�WHUP� 
slow leaks

LD9-TGKIT LD7 16235

Accessories

 A new manifold set with 
R-1234yf couplers

 A refrigerant analyzer for 
R-134a AND R-1234yf

 Contaminated refrigerant 
recovery machine

 Contaminated refrigerant tank

 PAG and/or POE oil injectors

41234 16995 25700 17990

18465 18470
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Time or money — what’s 
more important now?

In this article, Mike Haley will share 

his thoughts on how you can 

achieve a productive shop while 

off ering your employees more free 

time. Four-day work weeks are being 

discussed in many companies, and the 

automotive repair industry is no diff er-

ent. Mike will share the benefi ts of off er-

ing a four-day work week along with the 

pitfalls. He will also give you his sample 

four-day work week schedule. 

To say it is tough to attract a quality 

technician is an understatement to say 

the least. The pressure this puts on a 

shop is incredible. Almost everyone in 

the business has to change their regu-

lar job duties and take on a hybrid job. If 

the service manager or owner grew up a 

technician, they find themselves dusting 

off their box and turning wrenches just 

to keep the business going. This means 

other aspects of the business slip. The 

estimates are taking twice as long to 

build, and the selling effort is minimized 

to just sell what will fix the vehicle and 

get it out the door. After a few weeks or 

months of this, the morale and culture 

are at the lowest.

Because the manager and owner are 

pulling double duty they will say they don’t 

have time to recruit and interview. We have 

written several articles prior to this one on 

how important it is to recruit 24/7 and that 

is not the point of this article. A shop needs 

to have an attractive package for the pro-

spective employee. You will probably not 

be the shop that can pay the highest wage 

or offer 100 percent health care coverage. 

But what can you offer? I believe it comes 

down to two factors that attract potential 

candidates: It’s time or money.  

Time and money are what we hold 

in high regard. If you’re under the belief 

your area will not tolerate a high labor 

rate, but can’t open the payroll check-

book to pay a tech anything they are ask-

ing for, you need to offer something else 

that is just as important to our employees 

— and that is time. 

At my last job as a service manager 

I took over a shop that was run into the 

ground. The best techs had already left 

because of their decrease in car count, 

and morale was at an all-time low. The 

shop was open five days a week, but the 

owner just announced to me, within two 

minutes of me accepting the position, he 

wanted to expand to six days a week. I 

rubbed the skin off my temples, sat 

down and looked at the situation, and 

wondered what I could do to improve 

morale, get good technicians back and, 

more importantly, make employees 

happy to work Saturdays. I would say 

almost out of desperation I came up 

with the four-day work week schedule 

for this shop. I’m lying if I said I was 100 

percent confident this was going to work 

and turn everything around. I actually 

thought this might be the shortest ten-

ure at a shop in my career. 

I broke down what a four-day a week 

schedule would do for the business. Re-

member my opportunities for improve-

ment were: 

1. Low morale 

2. Best techs leaving 

3. A six-day work week 

I thought the four-day work week 

would immediately address low morale, 

but it didn’t at first. Many of the techni-

cians were concerned they could not 

turn the same amount of production 

in four 10-hour days compared to five 

8-hour days. They grew up working five 

and a half or six days a week. That’s the 

way it’s always been, that’s what every-

body does, so that must be the only way. 

Since I was opening an extra day during 

the week the techs were concerned with 

how I was going to keep the bays full and 

who was going to get stuck with working 

every Saturday.  

I sat down with every employee and 

went over my plan and how it was good 

for the customer, the employees and the 

business. I explained how the custom-

// PROFIT MOTIVE

A four-day work week could benefit your shop and employees
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ers are going to embrace the extended 

hours and the extra day giving them 

more options on dropping off and pick-

ing up their vehicles. It also gave them 

a weekend day to have work performed 

on their vehicle when they could most 

afford to allow us to work on their ve-

hicle. With a rotating four-day work 

week technicians and writers are only 

working four days a week. With the ex-

tended hours and an extra day, the busi-

ness was able to increase revenue and 

car count. I asked everyone to give it an 

honest 90 days and then let’s reevaluate.  

The transformation was one of the 

most amazing things I have experienced 

in my career. The customers immedi-

ately enjoyed the ability to have their 

vehicle serviced on Saturdays. I don’t 

think it was the first or second week, but 

it did not take long for the employees to 

start liking the four days a week. 

Something else that stopped was the 

request for time off for dentist appoint-

ments or follow-up doctor visits. Once the 

employees had their four-day schedule 

they were able to schedule those events 

on the weekdays they were scheduled off. 

It was a beautiful perk I didn’t realize when 

I created the schedule. Our sales jumped 

immediately with the additional hours 

and day — we were always saying “yes” 

and never saying “no” or “let me check.” 

Needless to say, after the 90 days almost 

unanimously everybody had bought in.  

Now, it was not all sunshine and rain-

bows. We had growing pains with vehicles 

not being completed and a technician 

starting his three days off. With some care-

ful planning and good communication, it 

typically was not any worse than a Friday 

job not being completed. I hope my expe-

rience has at least got you to think about 

changing the way you currently run your 

business and there are win/win ways to 

help the customer, employee and the bot-

tom line. To get help with implementing 

a four-day work schedule at your shop, 

get ATI’s Four-Day Work Week Sched-

ule. Simply go to www.ationlinetraining.

com/2020-06 for a limited time. 

CHRIS “CHUBBY” 
FREDERICK is the 

CEO and founder of 

the Automotive Training 

Institute. ATI’s 130 

full-time associates 

train and coach more 

than 1,700 shop owners every week 

across North America to drive profits and 

dreams home to their families. Our 32 

full-time Certified Performance coaches 

have helped our members earn over 

ONE BILLION DOLLARS in return on 

their coaching investment since ATI was 

founded. This month’s article was written 

with the help of ATI Performance Coach 

Team Leader Mike Haley.

chubby@autotraining.net

HIGH TEMP APPLICATION?  

CHOOSE PERMATEX RED.

permatex.com

ULTRA:  

High temp performance.

OPTIMUM:  

Max temp performance.  

Up to 750 ºF.

THE RIGHT STUFF®:  

Fastest return to service.  

High temp performance.

Permatex® Red Gasket Makers’ advanced formulations 

are engineered to withstand the extreme thermal  

cycling of high temperature applications.
NEW!
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Be careful not to overshoot 
on pessimism 

There is no doubt that the COV-

ID-19 virus is putting a huge toll 

on the economy AND with peo-

ple’s attitudes and their mindset.  

It is time to slow down and understand 

that the opportunities that come in a de-

clining economy can be just as exciting 

as opportunities that show up in a grow-

ing economy. It depends, though, on your 

management approach to new realities. 

The average consumer is experi-

encing things they have never have in 

their life up to this point. This situation 

is stressful for them and you; however, 

the governments in North America have 

stepped in and made various guarantees 

to ensure businesses and the consumer 

can get through these unusual times. This 

keeps credit flowing within the overall 

economy; however, the aftermarket does 

have a problem with the credit issue.   

The people with the greatest worries 

from a general consumer perspective are 

ones who are looking for financial retire-

ment stability from their investments 

within the next 3 to 5 years. They usually 

have safe interest-bearing investments, 

and as interest rates decline so does their 

potential income. If they have stock mar-

ket investments that they must rely on, 

then their income is going to be dramati-

cally affected and the declining dollar will 

affect their “ability to travel” status as well 

after the main virus issue has been dealt 

with and allowed the economy to return 

to some level of normalcy.  

These situations do create oppor-

tunities for the aftermarket, especially 

in relationship development with the 

consumer and commercial accounts. 

Review how you develop relationships 

within your business. Do you take the time 

to listen to their complete story and then 

educate the client as to how you can adapt 

your business to ensure they are looked 

after? Are you educating the client on 

safety and reliability of their vehicle based 

on how they use the vehicle and their ex-

pectations with it? How are you showing 

the client that you care about their con-

cerns? You are in the relationship business, 

and today that is the most important point 

about growing your business because as 

relationships get strong, trust is built.

The credit issue will affect the inde-

pendent shop of the aftermarket. Banks 

have a lot of concern with the automo-

tive industry in general. This can be a very 

real concern for a shop owner who is not 

managing their business properly. Balance 

sheet management must become the 

highest priority. The question every shop 

owner must ask themselves is “What steps 

must I immediately take to strengthen my 

balance sheet to meet or exceed key bank-

ing ratios and guidelines?” When was the 

last time you took each account that is on 

your receivables and did a true net profit 

analysis in terms of what that account is 

contributing to the businesses bottom 

line? Just measuring the average sale per 

RO and gross profit contribution of the ac-

count is not good enough anymore. If the 

account does not create net profit, why 

are you dealing with them? This is a huge 

move in the “new norm” because the busi-

ness can only survive when consistent net 

profit is being created. Do the math and 

calculate your true cost per billed hour so 

you can calculate the accounts contribu-

tion. Do you need to fire this account in 

order not to jeopardize the business?    

Management must control the 

strengthening of the business to ensure 

its stability and security. Credit arrange-

ments with the bank must be secure as 

well in order to run the business. How-

ever, it is good advice to not rely on in-

creased credit from any institution over 

and above what the business currently 

has. The key over the next 12 months 

should be to reduce debt loads to the 

lowest achievable amount possible. Low 

debt or, better yet, no debt goes a long 

way in creating business and employee 

security in tough economic times. 

These steps will allow the business to 

get through any turmoil, but the weight 

is on management’s shoulders. Pay at-

tention to the opportunities in front of 

you one day at a time and one week at 

a time and then your business will move 

forward very nicely with the current tur-

moil in the economy. 

YOU ARE IN THE RELATIONSHIP 
BUSINESS AND TODAY THAT 
IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE AS 
RELATIONSHIPS GET STRONG, 
TRUST IS BUILT.

// FINANCIAL FIGURES

There are opportunities in a declining economy if you look for them

BOB GREENWOOD, 
AMAM, is president 

and CEO of Automotive 

Aftermarket E-Learning 

Centre Ltd. (AAEC), 

which provides business 

management resources for the automotive 

aftermarket. Bob has more than 36 years of 

business management experience and is one 

of 150 worldwide AMi-approved instructors.

greenwood@aaec.ca
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FIRSTCALLONLINE.COM

Visit our website for a complete, internet-based catalog
designed exclusively for the Professional.

REWARDS FOR PURCHASING & INSTALLING  

THE BRANDS YOU KNOW & TRUST 
FOR DETAILS VISIT FIRSTCALLONLINE.COM

FAST & EASY PARTS ORDERING 
Look up parts and place the order in seconds

REAL TIME PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
Find the parts you need from your store,  
surrounding stores, hub or distribution center

E-PUBLICATIONS
Flyers and exclusive professional publications  
are just a click away

FIRST CALL ONLINE IS A COMPLETE, INTERNET-BASED  

ELECTRONIC CATALOG DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY  

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL. 
ONLINE PROMOTIONS
Access Parts Payoff and First Call Promo  
for additional rewards 

BILLING STATEMENTS
View and print past and current billing information

ONLINE ORDERING EARNBACK
Earn 1% back on qualifying electronic purchases 

Receive a  
1% Earnback  
on all electronic orders  

placed through First Call online

MAKING IT FASTER AND EASIER  

THAN EVER TO ORDER PARTS

FIRST CALL ONLINE NOW FEATURES

PLATE-TO-VIN DECODING 
GET VEHICLE YEAR, MAKE & MODEL INFO WITH ONLY A LICENSE PLATE 

First Call Online now features Plate-to-VIN decoding. Simply enter the vehicle’s license plate number and retrieve detailed information 
about the customer’s car including year, make, model, engine type, transmission and more. 

• Easier than typing a VIN  •  Makes retrieving vehicle information fast and easy
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Cash for Clunkers is still a 
bad idea for the industry

The automotive aftermarket has 

struggled for a number of years 

with government-sponsored vehi-

cle retirement programs commonly 

known as Cash for Clunkers. These programs 

offer cash to consumers to trade in old vehi-

cles for more fuel-efficient ones. A few states 

have long-established programs including 

California, Colorado, Delaware, Illinois, Texas 

and Virginia. Countries such as Canada and 

Germany have also had programs. The after-

market has opposed these state programs 

with limited success. The state programs pale 

in comparison to what was established by the 

federal government during the 2008 recession: 

a program that provided up to $4,500 per vehi-

cle destroyed. In President Obama’s words in 

July 2009, “the CARS (Consumer Assistance 

to Recycle and Save) program was an effort to 

boost the economy and sell more fuel-efficient 

vehicles.” U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray 

LaHood stated in the summer of 2009 that the 

CARS program was a “win-win for our econo-

my and our environment.” 

The CARS program was signed into law 

on June 24, 2009, and the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) established an eligibility period of 

July 1, 2009 through Nov. 1, 2009. The program proved popular 

enough that Congress appropriated an additional $2 billion for 

it in August 2009. This program took approximately 700,000 

post-warranty vehicles out of independent repair shop bays 

and destroyed them, which harmed not only independent 

repair shops, but also distributors and aftermarket manufac-

turers. In many cases, the program harmed some consumers 

who took the money but were pressed to be able to purchase 

a new, expensive, environmentally friendly vehicle.

Who were the winners? New car dealers and vehicle manu-

facturers. According to the Brookings Institution research study, 

“Cash for Clunkers: An Evaluation of the Car Allowance Rebate 

System,” some OEMs saw large stock spikes during the Clunker 

program with significant decreases once the program ended.

The Automotive Service Association heard 

from independent repairers across the U.S. that 

they were seeing losses in their customer base 

during the program. 

To date, at least two OEMs have called for 

Congress to bring back Cash for Clunkers as 

a response to lagging vehicle sales due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Although this would 

clearly benefit OEMs and new car dealers, what 

about aftermarket stakeholders? The U.S. Gov-

ernment Accountability Office (GAO) noted the 

importance of including other stakeholders prior 

to any re-establishment of a Clunker program: 

“Given the number of stakeholders that are fi-

nancially affected by the auto industry, it would 

be important to collect and consider informa-

tion on how a future program would affect these 

stakeholders and take mitigating actions.” 

Unfortunately, even in its own review of the 

2009 Clunker program, GAO did not include 

the aftermarket as part of its analysis.   

Recently the automotive aftermarket, Auto 

Care Association, Automotive Oil Change Asso-

ciation, ASA, Service Station Dealers of Amer-

ica and Allied Trades, and the Tire Industry 

Association joined in a letter to Capitol Hill opposing Cash for 

Clunkers as part of the COVID-19 stimulus response. “We urge 

you to OPPOSE any new Cash for Clunkers vehicle retirement 

program in the next COVID-19 stimulus package.  COVID-19 

has had a devastating effect on small businesses. As an import-

ant sector of the U.S. economy, we cannot survive any further 

negative effects.”

Both the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate are now 

considering a fourth COVID-19 stimulus package. It is critical 

that Congress consider the impact of a Cash for Clunkers-type 

program on all automotive industry stakeholders and not just 

one segment of the industry. 

The aftermarket must engage early to stop it

JOIN AT

ASAshop.org

THE AUTOMOTIVE 
SERVICE ASSOCIATION 
IS THE LEADING 
TRADE ASSOCIATION 
FOR INDEPENDENT 
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS. 

ROBERT REDDING is the Automotive Service Association’s 

Washington, D.C. representative. He has served as a member 

of several federal and state advisory committees involved in the 

automotive industry.  rlredding@reddingfirm.com
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Perhaps one of the world’s greatest known detectives 

is Sherlock Holmes. Sherlock is known for his pro-

ficiency with observation, deduction, cutting-edge 

equipment and logical reasoning that borders on the 

fantastic. Th ese are all attributes that one needs on a daily basis 

when diagnosing the modern vehicle. When Sherlock takes on 

an investigation, he immerses himself in the available data that 

is present. Th is is what you must do when looking into your new 

investigation, for each and every vehicle diagnosis you take on is 

an investigation that will require your profi ciency with observa-

tion, deduction, cutting-edge equipment and logical reasoning.

The game is afoot! 
Our fi rst investigation is a 2011 Jeep Cherokee Overland with 

a 5.7 Liter V8 engine that has a misfi re. Th is misfi re is elusive 

and only presents itself once the vehicle has reached operat-

ing temperature. Additionally, the misfi re is intermittent and 

will only occur on heavy acceleration, such as that from a stop. 

Th e fi rst observation is the vehicle is in good condition and 

has been maintained. Th e engine components are all intact 

and appear to be in good condition. Th e engine sounds nor-

mal without any unusual noise. Our fi rst clue is provided from 

scan data. Th e data from the onboard engine control module 

has DTCs set for misfi re; P0300 random misfi re, P0302 misfi re 

on cylinder 2, P0305 misfi re on cylinder 5. Th ere is no direct 

connection between cylinders 2 and 5, fi ring order 1-8-4-3-6-

5-7-2. Th e cylinder arrangement is Bank (1) 1-3-5-7 – Bank (2) 

2-4-6-8. Th ese cylinders are not next to one another, nor do 

they proceed one another in the fi ring sequence, nor are they 

on the same crank plane.  

The scan data also provides additional data on the fuel con-

trol for the engine. Upon monitoring the oxygen sensors for 

bank 1 and bank 2, they indicate that the fuel control is work-

ing correctly. The total fuel trims for both banks are less than 

+/- 10 across all load ranges. This indicates that the fuel control 

system is working within a control window that should not be 

contributing to that of an engine misfire.  

Now we need a better understanding of which cylinder 

or cylinders are actually misfiring. A wiring diagram for the 

vehicle is analyzed. An oscilloscope is then connected to the 

crankshaft position sensor signal and the #1 ignition coil con-

trol wire. The vehicle is then driven until the misfire is present. 

The data is then processed with an advanced frequency plot 

so the crankshaft velocity changes can be analyzed. The only 

cylinder presently misfiring is that of cylinder number 2, as 

can be seen in Figure 1.   

Figure 1 indicates the crankshaft speed changes. If the fuel 

stock is combusted, the thermal energy expands, accelerating 

the crankshaft. If the fuel stock does not combust, then this 

thermal expansion does not occur, so the crankshaft speed 

slows down. These crankshaft slowdowns can be seen as the 

three drops at the top middle of the screen. Since the control 

for the #1 ignition coil is also monitored, a firing sequence can 

be established. Thus cylinder 2 can be identified for the misfire.

Cylinder identified — on to the culprit 
Now that the misfi ring cylinder is known, the oscilloscope is 

moved to the #2 ignition coil control. Th e vehicle is then driven 

until the misfi re occurs. Th e ignition waveform is then ana-

lyzed. Th e waveform does not show that an ignition spark event 

was responsible for the misfi re. Th e spark plug is then removed 

and a 300 PSI pressure transducer is installed in its place. With-

out a spark event present within the cylinder the cylinder will 

misfi re. Th is is acceptable because the pressure changes within 

the cylinder can help identify the cause of the misfi re. Addition-

ally, a -30 Hg transducer is installed in the induction system 

behind the throttle plate. Th is allows the intake pressure pulls 
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for each cylinder to be monitored. A +/-

25” H2O transducer is also placed in the 

exhaust system at the tailpipe outlet. 

Th is will allow each cylinder’s exhaust 

pushes to be monitored. 

It is important to run the in-cylinder 

testing during crank, idle and snap/

decel, with all three transducers on 

the engine. The following data does 

not show each test, but each test was 

completed on each investigation. The 

results are shown based on which test 

was used to identify the problem. 

The engine was disabled so it would 

not start, then the engine was cranked 

for a long period — about 8 seconds. 

Make sure to not open the throttle plate 

during this crank period. If the throttle 

plate is opened there will be less vacuum 

produced from each cylinder pull in the 

induction system, thus making the di-

agnoses harder. This in-cylinder crank-

ing pressure waveform (green trace) 

was then taken and is shown in Figure 
2. The peak pressure is 191 PSI at TDC. 

The compression towers are not leaning 

but are even. The exhaust valve opening 

occurred at 54° BBDC. The intake valve 

opening occurred at 18° ATDC. The in-

take valve closing occurred at 26° ABDC. 

Additionally, there is an induction pres-

sure drop present at 45° ATDC.  

The first indication that a problem 

exists is with the valve opening and clos-

ing. The exhaust valve opening is nor-

mal; rule of thumb is the exhaust valve 

should open from 30° to 60° BBDC. How-

ever, the intake valve should open as a 

rule of thumb at about TDC, and rule of 

thumb is the intake valve should close 

30° to 60° ABDC. The late intake valve 

opening at 18° ATDC, and the early in-

take valve closing at 26° ABDC indicates 

a problem. The pressure drop occurring 

at 45° ATDC is due to the piston mov-

ing down, creating a negative pressure 

within the cylinder. This negative pres-

sure is established due to the cylinder 

still being sealed. Once the intake valve 

opens the pressure within the cylinder 

quickly rises as volume is moved from 

the induction system into the cylinder.  

This can be seen in Figure 3 within 

the intake pulls (blue trace). This is the 

same data as is Figure 2 but the intake 

pulls are now turned on, and the data 

has been zoomed. Note the pull for 

cylinder 2 is different from the other 

intake pulls. When you inspect these 

pulls across the center (up to down) the 

pulls should be even across the middle 

of each pull. Additionally, each intake 

pull should be formed like the other 

pulls. It can clearly be seen this is not 

the case with the cylinder 2 pull. First 

the transition point (marked with an 

arrow) from where cylinder 7 is end-

ing its pull and cylinder 2 is starting 

its pull, falls to a point of less negative 

pressure (vacuum) than the other tran-

sition points. Since cylinder 2 intake 

valve is not open, the intake pressure 

drops. Note that the transition point is 

very sharp. This occurs from the valve 

not opening slowly as it is designed to 

do but opening rapidly. The quick rise 

in negative pressure is due to the high 

vacuum that was contained within 

the cylinder from the late intake valve 

opening. With high negative pressure 

within the cylinder when the valve does 

finally open, there is a greater force be-

tween the intake pressure and that of 

the cylinder pressure. Therefore, a fast 

rise in negative pressure occurs within 

the intake pressure. This indicates that 

the intake valve opening mechanism 

is loose or worn. In this case the intake 

camshaft lobe and lifter roller are worn.

Next case! 
Our next investigation is a 2001 Ford Rang-

er with a 3.0 Liter V6 engine; this vehicle 

has a misfi re. Th is misfi re is elusive and is 

only present after running the engine hard 

with the engine at operating temperature. 

Th e fi rst observation is that the vehicle is 

in fair condition and is in need of mainte-

nance. Th e engine components are all in-

tact and appear to be in fair condition. Th e 

engine sounds normal without any unu-

sual noise. Our fi rst clue is provided from 

scan data. The data from the on-board 

engine control module has DTCs set for 

misfi re; P0302 misfi re on cylinder 2. Th is 

3.0 Liters fi ring order is 1-4-2-5-3-6. Th e cyl-

inder arrangement is Bank (1) 1-2-3 Bank 

(2) 4-5-6. Mode 6 also has data indicating 

2 3
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that cylinder 2 is the misfi re. 

The scan data also provides addi-

tional data on the fuel control for the 

engine. Upon monitoring the oxygen 

sensors for bank 1 and bank 2, they in-

dicate that the fuel control is working 

correctly. The total fuel trims for both 

banks are less than +/- 10 across all load 

ranges. This indicates that the fuel con-

trol system is working within a control 

window that should not be contributing 

to that of an engine misfire.  

An oscilloscope is then connected 

to all of the ignition coil control wires 

and the engine is run hard on the test 

drive until the misfire occurs. The igni-

tion data shows turbulence on cylinder 

#2. The #2 cylinder’s sparkplug is then 

quickly removed and replaced with a 

300 PSI pressure transducer. Addition-

ally, a -30 Hg transducer is installed in 

the induction system behind the throttle 

plate. This will allow the intake pressure 

pulls for each cylinder to be monitored. 

A +/-25” H2O transducer is also placed in 

the exhaust system at the tailpipe outlet. 

This will allow each cylinder’s exhaust 

pushes to be monitored. 

The engine is started and allowed to 

idle. The pressure waveform is shown 

in green, Figure 4. The peak pressure is 

38 PSI and the compression towers are 

leaning, which indicates the problem is 

mechanical. The exhaust valve opens at 

52° BBDC, the intake valve opens at 6° 

BTDC, and closes at 52° ABDC. Note that 

the exhaust pocket is lacking definition 

and it appears very rounded. This indi-

cates that the exhaust valve is not seat-

ing properly. Furthermore, the exhaust 

pocket is lower than the intake pocket. 

This indicates that the cylinder lost vol-

ume during the compression stroke.

Elementary, my dear Watson 
When the intake valve is open and the 

piston is moving downward increasing 

the volume within the cylinder, a nega-

tive pressure is produced. When the in-

take valve seats, this negative pressure 

is sealed within the cylinder. Under the 

compression stoke, if anything is leak-

ing, the volume contained within the 

cylinder will be reduced thus lowing the 

exhaust pocket from that of the intake 

pressure. When the piston returns to 

the same position it was in when the in-

take valve closed, if there is no leak, the 

volume will return to the same volume 

contained within the cylinder when the 

intake valve closed so the same pressure 

will be present. In some cases, it may be 

slightly higher (within 2 PSI). Th is dif-

ference is due to the intake valve closing 

and the exhaust valve opening occurring 

at diff erent crankshaft degrees. If there is 

a leak, the volume will be less, thus the 

pressure in the exhaust pocket will be 

less — lower than the intake pressure. 

This always indicates a volume loss 

within the cylinder.  

The intake pressure (blue trace) can 

be observed to be dropping pressure 

during the intake valve opening. So, 

this clue is that the intake valve is not 

the leak. This is due to the intake valve 

being off of its seat during this pressure 

drop. This would indicate that the leak 

is the exhaust valve or the piston rings. 

The throttle is then snapped open 

and closed. This will allow the engine 

to go into decel. During the snap throt-

tle event the RPM increases so that 

when the throttle is closed the engine 

RPM is about 3000. This increases the 

negative pressure (vacuum) within the 

intake system and the cylinder. With 

this greater pressure differential leak-

age can be located. For example, in Fig-
ure 5 the exhaust waveform has been 

zoomed in on, the exhaust indicates 

a high negative pressure during the 

intake stroke on cylinder 2. This indi-

cates that the exhaust valve is not seat-

ing. With this high negative pressure 

within the cylinder there is a greater 

pressure differential between the cyl-

inder and exhaust system. When the 

exhaust valve is not seating, the nega-

tive pressure being lower than that of 

the exhaust pressure pulls the exhaust 

into a lower pressure state. This indi-

cates that the exhaust valve is leaking. 

This vehicle had the exhaust seat beat 

into the head. When the valve seat 

moves into the head the valve moves 

as well. Eventually the hydraulic lifter 

runs out of adjustment. When the valve 

4 5
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gets hot it expands, which, in turn, 

causes the valve stem to increase in 

length. The lifter can no longer prop-

erly adjust the valve lash so the valve 

does not seat properly.

When you have eliminated the 
impossible... 
Our next investigation is a 2015 Mercedes 

Benz C300 with a 2.0 Liter inline 4-cylin-

der engine; this vehicle has a misfi re. Th is 

misfi re is elusive and is only present upon 

first start with the engine temperature 

cold. Th e fi rst observation is the vehicle 

is in good condition and has been main-

tained. Th e engine components are all in-

tact and appear to be in good condition. 

Th e engine sounds normal without any 

unusual noise. Our fi rst clue is provided 

from scan data. The data from the on-

board engine control module has DTCs 

set for misfire; P0300 random misfire. 

Th is 2.0 Liter fi ring order is 1-3-4-2. Th e 

cylinder arrangement is Bank (1) 1-3-4-2. 

The scan data also provides addi-

tional data on the fuel control for the en-

gine. Upon monitoring the Wide Range 

Air Fuel (WRAF) sensor for bank 1, it 

indicates that the fuel control is work-

ing correctly. The total fuel trim for bank 

1 is less than +/- 10 across all load ranges. 

This indicates that the fuel control sys-

tem is working within a control window 

that should not be contributing to that of 

an engine misfire.  

Now we need a better understanding 

of which cylinder or cylinders are actu-

ally misfiring. A wiring diagram for the 

vehicle is analyzed. An oscilloscope is 

then connected to the crankshaft posi-

tion sensor signal and the #1 ignition coil 

control wire. The vehicle is then started 

cold. The data is then processed with an 

advanced frequency plot so the crank-

shaft velocity changes can be analyzed. 

The only cylinder presently misfiring is 

that of cylinder number 1.   

Now that the misfiring cylinder is 

known, the oscilloscope is moved to 

the #1 ignition coil. The vehicle is started 

cold and while misfiring the ignition is 

monitored. The ignition waveform is 

then analyzed. The waveform shows 

turbulent air but the ignition spark 

event is not responsible for the misfire. 

The spark plug is then removed and a 

300 PSI pressure transducer is installed 

in its place. Additionally, a -30 Hg trans-

ducer is installed in the induction sys-

tem behind the throttle plate. This will 

allow the intake pressure pulls for each 

cylinder to be monitored. A +/-25” H2O 

transducer is also placed in the exhaust 

system at the tailpipe outlet. This will 

allow each cylinder’s exhaust pushes to 

be monitored.

Whatever remains, however 
improbable... 
Th e engine is then started cold and the 

pressure data from the engine is ana-

lyzed. Th e fi rst indication that a leak is 

present is the exhaust pocket is lower 

than the intake pocket. Th is is always a 

loss of volume during the compression 

stroke. Th e exhaust valve is opening at 

36° BBDC, the intake valve is opening at 

5° ATDC, and closing at 40° ABDC. Th us, 

the valve timing is good. Th e next clue 

is that the exhaust pockets are all clean 

and all look like clones of each other. 

When a valve leak occurs the exhaust 

pockets usually have cyclic changes. 

Th ese will be warping on the falling and 

rising edges and fl at bottoms on the ex-

haust pocket itself.   

Since these exhaust pockets have 

no changes within them, it is likely that 

the piston and or piston rings are where 

the leakage is occurring. The tailpipe 

sensor that reads +/- 25” H2O is put on 

the dipstick of the engine using a spark-

plug boot. Note before this dipstick can 

be used you must lightly blow into it to 

make sure that the tube is not under 

the oil level. If the tube is under the oil 

level, you must use another location. 

The engine is disabled so it cannot start 

and then the engine is cranked for an 

extended period.  

The green trace is that from the in-

cylinder pressure. The peak pressure 

is low at 66 PSI and the compression 

towers are leaning, indicating a me-

chanical problem. When measuring 

the difference between the intake pull 

and the exhaust pocket bottom, the 

exhaust pocket is large at 8 PSI. If the 

exhaust pocket is greater than 3 PSI 

during crank a leak is most likely pres-

ent. The yellow trace is the crankcase 

pressure; note that the crankcase pres-

sure increased after the compression of 

cylinder #1. Since the crankcase has a 

large volume contained within it, it will 

take the volume moving past the rings 

a period of time to actually change the 

crankcase pressure. Also, the crank-

case pressure hump for #1 cylinder is 

much wider as well. This indicates that 

the piston and or rings are leaking. A 

borescope was used to inspect the #1 

cylinder. It was observed that there was 

scaring on the cylinder wall caused 

from overheating of the engine. 

Must be the truth! 
It will be important to always test the en-

gine under the conditions that the prob-

lem is occurring under. For instance, if 

the cylinder on this MB would have 

been tested on a warm or hot engine the 

problem would not be present. It will be 

important during your investigation to 

keep profi cient with observation, deduc-

tion, cutting edge equipment, and logi-

cal reasoning. By using this format you 

can become the sleuth of your shop. 

BERNIE THOMPSON is 

an automotive diagnostician 

and trainer, and co-founder 

of Automotive Test Solutions 

in Albuquerque, N.M. He is 

an expert at diagnostics and 

repair strategy and designs award-winning 

diagnostic tools and software for the 

automotive industry. 

sales@automotivetestsolutions.com
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Iguess one of the more difficult 

things about teaching a variety of 

incoming students is the challenge 

of adjusting lessons and tasks so 

that they fill in the gaps for inexperi-

enced incoming trainees, but also ensur-

ing the more experienced ones don’t get 

bored with the basic tasks. A hands-on 

pretest can help with this, if done right.

Tool recognition and proper use is 

a great beginning exercise, along with 

teaching the newbies how to recognize 

bolt head and shank sizes head mark-

ings and thread pitch. I don’t know how 

many times I’ve seen a gray-haired me-

chanic take a bolt to the parts counter 

and say “give me one like this” because 

he couldn’t recognize bolt sizes and 

thread pitch by just looking at them. 

Metric sizes are a bit easier to learn than 

the Imperial graduations; it’s downright 

embarrassing to ask somebody to hand 

you a 7/16 wrench and see them pick 

up a 3/4 to check the size stamp. In the 

offshore services industry, I have known 

of engineers doing that. And using a 12-

point socket on just about any really 

tight fastener is a recipe for disaster.

Then there’s the useful knowledge 

of making inertia work in our favor. I’ve 

seen muscled-up teenage football play-

ers bow up on a wrench with the veins 

bulging in their neck and then showed 

them how an old man with less muscle 

but more smarts can get more done by 

just whacking the opposite end of the 

wrench with the heel of your hand or 

holding the head of the ratchet with 

one hand and jerking on the handle to 

break the same bolt loose. Sometimes 

(as with brake caliper bolts), the lefty 

loosy, rightey tightey rule can be con-

fusing to a newbie — I always told my 

people to think of the way you want the 

bolt to go and then screw it in that di-

rection. If it’s right hand thread, away 

from you is clockwise, etc. Some will 

try to turn the bolt the wrong way until 

they break it off, even if they’re looking 

right at the bolt head.

Just knowing which tools to use is 

important, but so is gumption and stay-

ing power. In my Fundamentals class, I 

tested trainees’ grit by having them cut 

a 1-3/8-inch-thick piece of mild steel 

stock with a hacksaw starting with a 

new blade on the saw and not stopping 

until they were done. This was an op-

tional task, but in some of my groups, 

the girls would be the ones most likely 

to complete it, just to prove they could. 

For the boys it always helped to use a 

stopwatch and make it a competition. 

Some of the lazy ones would shy away 

from it entirely.

It also takes grit and what I like to 

call MacGyverism to deal with some of 

the stuff we run into on older vehicles. 

The most common situation is when a 

fastener is so tight or rusty that it wants 

to round off or break off. Valve grind-

ing compound on the wrench or socket 

usually helps with the rounding off if 

you catch it early, but I have had stu-

dents keep on rounding the head with 

a power tool until driving a smaller 

socket onto the bolt head or using an 

OLD SCHOOL LEARNING
MY TEACHING AND LEARNING ADVENTURES OVER THE PAST 40 YEARS 
RICHARD MCCUISTIAN // 
Contributing Editor

PHOTOS: RICHARD MCCUISTIAN

THIS EXERCISE WAS ONE OF MY 
EARLIER ONES, structured to strengthen a 
trainee’s ability to recognize wrench and bolt 
sizes – we all need to cultivate that skill!

THIS IS AN OLD SUSPENSION PART 
I saved for the hacksaw exercise – when 
the student was done sawing off a thin 
wafer of this I’d polish it and give it to them 
for a souvenir, sometimes with their initials 
stamped on it.
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acetylene torch (if space permits) is the 

only solution that might work. There 

are also those times when a very im-

portant bolt in a difficult place will 

twist off, and then the best solution for 

that problem must be determined and 

applied. Crafting fixes for these poten-

tial disasters sharpens our skills, and 

trainees learn from watching us.

Routine operations
Even after a trainee develops tool skills 

and becomes profi cient in mike, caliper 

and DVOM reading, and when they’ve 

honed their problem-solving skills and 

developed an understanding of basic 

physics and natural law, they must be 

encouraged to maintain top quality work 

on routine operations — any competent 

technician should be able to do regular 

maintenance tasks without making a 

mess of things. Th ree or four times in my 

teaching career I have shouted “STOP!” 

to students who were about to start ve-

hicles after forgetting to add oil to the 

crankcase. And it goes without saying 

that newbies need to be warned repeat-

edly about oil fi lter gaskets that stick. 

Further, every technician needs to 

be able to properly change a set of rear 

brake shoes without making a mess of 

it. Radiator hose clamps need to be tight 

enough not to leak. They need to know 

that you don’t torque six millimeter bolts 

with a half-inch drive ratchet. Connec-

tors need to be handled carefully so as 

not to damage the pins and sockets (four 

simple disconnect/reconnects can com-

promise some of the newer connectors). 

Hose quick-connects need to be seated 

properly. All the hoses and wires need 

to be disconnected before you drop the 

fuel tank. Harnesses need to be secured 

where they won’t contact sharp edges, 

belts and pulleys, or hot exhaust parts. 

Bulkhead grommets must be perfectly 

in place or there will be a floorboard full 

of water after the next rain. These cau-

tions are learned from comebacks that 

will blind-side a new guy who hasn’t 

learned to pay attention to detail.

I’ve seen people do every job right 

for weeks, months or years, and then 

make some of the most boneheaded 

mistakes imaginable, like putting brake 

pads in backwards after having done 

lots of good brake jobs or forgetting to 

look at the old oil filter they screwed off 

to make sure the gasket came off with it. 

One guy in co-op training did dozens of 

oil changes flawlessly at the dealership 

and then double-gasketed an oil filter 

during an oil change right there in one 

of my department service bays.

Old school troubleshooting
Certainly, one of the more obviously 

important skills is the ability to deter-

mine what’s wrong before repairs are 

attempted. Working at a VW/Mazda 

dealer in 1983, I test drove a GLC while 

the customer (a military flight student 

from Saudi Arabia) rode with me, and 

the fi rst time I accelerated during the test 

drive, I felt the car lose power during its 

upcurve and without thinking I verbally 

condemned the fuel fi lter as soon as I felt 

it. Th at was one of the fi rst things I had 

learned working with Dad at his shop. 

Th e customer was impressed and said so.

When I was at the Ford dealer, I had 

a teenage helper who was carefully 

watching while I troubleshot about 10 

or 12 vehicles a day with drivability 

concerns, and he was totally mystified 

by the whole process. One day we drew 

a work order on an 80s Tempo, and I 

knew there was a recall on the Tempo 

Engine Controller that year. To deter-

mine if the processor needed replacing, 

you’d simply reach under the dash and 

feel to see if the Controller had cooling 

fins. If it did, the controller would need 

replacing. When my helper saw me 

reach under the dash, feel the brain box, 

and pronounce that the vehicle needed 

an engine controller, he threw up his 

hands in exasperation.  

“Oh, now he FEELS the processor 

and says it needs replacing? How can 

I EVER learn to do this?” After a hearty 

laugh, I explained my reasoning. 

BOTH OF THESE SITUATIONS 
REPRESENT EXTRA WORK 
that was fallout from an overzeal-
ous power tool user who didn’t know 
when to stop.

THE JOY OF TEACHING IS IN WATCHING young people grow 
not only in their technical skills but their “adulting” skills as well.
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At that dealer, the service manager 

and shop foreman tended to send me 

trainees and helpers who knew abso-

lutely nothing about any part of a ve-

hicle beyond driving one. Their idea 

was that these inexperienced guys 

would learn everything they needed 

to know by watching and helping me, 

which was kind of dumb, since I was 

the shop’s primary drivability and elec-

tronics guy at that point in my career. 

This error in judgment by the manage-

ment happened repeatedly, and while 

I taught these guys what I could, most 

of them washed out because they had 

no foundational knowledge to build on. 

Some of them couldn’t even replace a 

serpentine belt, and with all the real 

work I had to do, I didn’t have time to 

provide the basic training they should 

have had before they came. 

Among all these, there were two 

trainees who survived that upside-

down training process. Guy Number 

One never learned to troubleshoot any-

thing no matter how hard us older guys 

tried to teach him, and he didn’t have 

the foundational knowledge to even 

replace a set of brake shoes on his own 

vehicle, but he was good at selling injec-

tor flushes and intake cleaning jobs and 

turned a lot of labor hours that way. If 

somebody told him what part to change, 

he could usually do that quickly, but he 

couldn’t fix a ham sandwich when it 

came to troubleshooting even the sim-

plest concerns. He was always in a big 

hurry, shortcutting everything across 

the board to try and turn lots of hours. 

One day he checked all the boxes on the 

29-point inspection sheet, and when 

somebody opened the hood for a jump 

start before the car left the service lot, 

there was a big squirrel nest on the bat-

tery. Can anybody say “Busted?”

Guy Number Two who survived 

the training was Memory-Dependent 

Mark, because he brought foundational 

knowledge with him when he came to 

me; he had done a lot of tinkering on his 

own hot rods and whatnot at home and 

was pretty sharp. But Mark’s Achilles 

heel turned out to be that he relied too 

much on his memory rather than de-

veloping his troubleshooting skills. He 

could recall every symptom-related re-

pair he had ever done and why, but if he 

was presented with a problem he hadn’t 

seen before, he struggled dreadfully, 

and tended to use the parts shotgun 

rather than surgically troubleshooting 

vehicles that had unfamiliar concerns. 

That being said, a guy who can remem-

ber most all his previous troubleshoot-

ing experiences AND troubleshoot on 

the fly is gold if he can get enough work 

done to make his service bay profitable.

Honing the understanding
One day, memory-dependent Mark got 

smacked around by an issue on a Bronco 

II that had previously befuddled me on 

an old distributor ignition Mercury Trac-

er. On that one, you could snap accelerate 

the engine and it would always fall on its 

face, even in the service bay. If, however, 

you blocked some of the air supply into 

the inlet hose with your hand, the engine 

would accelerate normally. Logic seemed 

to dictate that this was a fuel problem, but 

once I eliminated a fuel concern, I discov-

ered by using a timing light on a plug wire 

that the spark was going dark at the plugs 

when I snapped the throttle, and that’s 

when I did exploratory surgery and found 

that somebody had replaced the original 

ignition rotor with an oddly cheap two-

piece phenolic aftermarket unit that had 

burned through. Unlike the old Chevy 

HEI system, this one would start and 

run but when the engine was loaded 

suddenly, the spike in cylinder pressure 

caused by the incoming air would shift 

the path of least spark resistance so that 

it punched through the burned-out rotor 

instead of making its way to the plugs. 

Th at one was tricky, and I hadn’t seen it 

before, but I remember it to this day.

When Mark encountered the same 

concern on an 88 Bronco II, he cleaned 

the injectors and did various other fuel 

system repairs, all the while repeat-

edly ignoring my advice that he check 

the rotor. When he finally did check 

the rotor, he found it burned through. 

I’m sure he never forgot that. But in a 

word, when it comes to troubleshoot-

ing, there’s no teacher like experience, 

I HAVE WATCHED MORE THAN A FEW 
NEW TRAINEES take lug nuts off and 
then screw them back on there like this, and I 
absolutely do not understand why they didn’t 
notice how the nuts were installed while 
removing them.

THERE ARE SIMPLE THINGS WE ALL 
NEED TO NOTICE when we’re doing 
routine maintenance, but sometimes these 
service-necessary things and others can 
be missed even when trainees are taught to 
catch them. 
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and applying experience requires good 

memory skills.

Two good fi ghts in 1989
In 1989, after we had bought the Re-

nault/Jeep/Eagle franchise, the Eagle 

Summit was a brand-new platform 

(still OBD1), and I drew a work order on 

a low-mileage unit that was exhibiting 

strange tachometer fl uctuations at high-

way cruise but had no other symptoms. 

Not sure what else to do, I cleaned the 

injectors and the problem went away, 

only the problem had returned within a 

week, and this time it had a mild surge I 

could feel. Coming out of a decade that 

had been rife with EGR surges, I found 

this one to be very interesting.

Since cleaning the original nozzles 

had helped, I replaced the injectors 

on that Summit with a new set from a 

new vehicle on our lot and the problem 

went away again, only to return a week 

later. What the..? I finally noticed that 

the Summit was only surging when the 

torque converter lockup was engaged, 

and I found out (using a dwell meter of 

all things) that the torque converter on 

this car was being modulated, not locked 

at road speed. I had not seen this before, 

and as I watched the dwell meter needle, 

this surge was happening when the con-

verter was at about 50 percent engaged. I 

called New Orleans to talk to a Chrysler 

guy about it and after a couple of days 

of ruminating on it with his engineers, 

he told me to change the transmission 

fluid and put Mopar ATF+4 fluid back 

in there. At first I laughed at that, but I 

did it, and that problem was fixed, and I 

learned volumes from that experience.

Sometime later I was handed a work 

order on an Eagle Talon that was exhib-

iting exactly the same concern, and I 

pulled the vehicle’s file history to find 

that our own transmission mechanic 

had serviced it and had used the wrong 

f luid. Later, I caught some Tauruses 

surging for the same reason by watch-

ing the torque converter PID on NGS 

while feeling the surge. I added a bit of 

that smelly Motorcraft friction modi-

fier to the transmission and took care 

of that on those. Nowadays most trans-

mission f luid smells like that stinking 

friction modifier.

Around that same time, there was a 

1989 Taurus rental unit that showed up 

in my bay before we even had any ’89 

models on our lot. This one was very hard 

to start cold, and if you could feather the 

throttle and keep it going until it warmed 

up, it would stay alive, albeit with just a 

bit of blue exhaust smoke. And when you 

test drove it, that car had LOTS of muscle 

— it was extremely powerful for a plain 

old 3.0L but would ping just a bit on hard 

acceleration. Checking the compression 

(3.0L OHV engine) I was accustomed to 

about 160 psi across the board, but this 

one had 210 on every cylinder, which 

explained the extra muscle that one had 

over a normal Taurus. But why was the 

compression high? The end of that story 

is that somebody who had returned the 

vehicle at the end of a rental had pumped 

some diesel fuel into the fuel tank — this 

would seem difficult, considering the 

nozzle size difference, but it explained 

the blue smoke and the higher com-

pression. Replacing the fuel was all that 

Taurus needed. After that, also I found 

vehicles with cold start stumbles due to 

93 Octane fuel, which burns slower and 

doesn’t work well if the vehicle is set up to 

run 87 octane. There are TSBs from Ford 

and Chrysler about that issue.

Conclusion
Every technician’s learning curve is diff er-

ent, and some technicians may be satis-

fied doing simple fast service work, but 

there are some elements of our profes-

sion that every service technician needs 

to embrace. Th ose of us who love trouble-

shooting benefi t from the tough ones. Per-

formance, Integrity, Attitude, and Depend-

ability (P.A.I.D.) are the four things most 

employers and customers have a right to 

expect from those of us who pull steel to 

eat. Integrity, attitude and dependability 

are important, but performance grows 

from the foundation of those other three, 

coupled with basic understanding and 

self-reliant learning, to build good, solid 

troubleshooting skills. 

I TEACH THAT JUMPING A VEHICLE 
OFF RIGHT requires the ground connec-
tion to be made at the engine block after 
everything else is connected to prevent 
sparks at the battery (and safety glasses are 
a must). But regardless of how the cables 
are connected, a good solid pair of cables 
are needed, especially if the vehicle being 
started is a diesel. One thing my trainees 
would end up being very good at was jump-
ing vehicles off, because most of the trainer 
units had dead batteries whenever they went 
to bring one in.

WHEN IT COMES TO IGNITION 
SYSTEMS and spark plug wires on DIS 
systems particularly, trainees need to be 
taught that a carbon track on a spark plug 
always has its counterpart in the boot – and 
if the wires aren’t replaced in a situation like 
this, that carbon track will re-track the new 
plug for a comeback.

RICHARD MCCUISTIAN 

is an ASE-certified Master 

Auto Technician and was a 

professional mechanic for 

more than 25 years. Richard 

is now an auto mechanics 

instructor at LBW Community College/

MacArthur Campus in Opp, Ala.

rwm19@mail.com
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Covid-19,” “coronavirus,” “pan-

demic,” “social-distancing,” 

“essential-worker”… These 

are all words the world 

has recently become intimately famil-

iar with. I have to be honest — I never 

thought I’d see the day the world would 

shut down for weeks or even months 

for a microscopic virus. Not in this day 

and age! But I was wrong. And the en-

tire world is indeed feeling the tightly 

drawn noose of quarantine. And for me, 

it brings to light memories of the 1993 

movie “Groundhog Day,” with Bill Mur-

ray and Andie MacDowell — each day  

is virtually the same. 

From a full day to nothing
I’d like to speak a bit from my own experi-

ences as a traveling instructor, encoun-

tering roughly 100 diff erent techs every 

week. I’m in and out of diff erent hotels all 

over the country, Canada, and at times, 

even Europe. Needless to say, I’m a bit of 

a social butterfl y. So, when news of the 

potential danger spread and my classes 

for CarQuest Technical Institute, World-

PAC Training Institute, as well as my pri-

vate training events all began to cancel, 

I was bummed. Financial hardship is 

something many of us are feeling, and it 

certainly is stressful. 

Others have been feeling the anxi-

ety of wanting to work but simply can’t 

(I can attest to that!). Then comes the 

emotional toll many of us are feeling. 

The deepening depression and per-

haps the feeling of loneliness that ac-

companies it. In fear of endangering 

my family, I’ve isolated myself. I have 

QUARANTINE…
LIKE A BAD DREAM
THE PANDEMIC HAS BROUGHT MANY SOCIAL CHANGES AND IMPACTED US ALL — NO 
MATTER WHAT ROLE YOU PLAY IN OUR INDUSTRY.
BRANDON STECKLER // 
Technical Editor

PHOTOS: BRANDON STECKLER

GROWING MY OWN SKILLS and helping others grow theirs is both my passion and my vocation.
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(1) RANGER R980XR

 TIRE CHANGER
 • Int. Clamping - 10”- 30”
 • Ext. Clamping - 9”- 28”
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 • Max. Wheel Diameter - 10”- 30”
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  WEIGHTS
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not pet my dog nor held my daughter 

in my arms nor seen the whites of her 

eyes in almost five weeks. I consider 

myself a strong person but I’m nearing 

my limit, from that angle. This virus has 

turned the world I know upside down 

and inside out.

So, to keep my sanity, I begin each 

day with a shower, to renew my sense 

of normalcy. Like an incarcerated pris-

oner, it’s the little things in which I’ve 

become very appreciative of. I have 

available to me thousands of hours 

of classroom development work and 

other responsibilities I can invest my 

new “free time” in. At first, I was feel-

ing a bit of excitement, a sense of relief. 

I viewed this time as a chance to stay 

focused and develop some very prac-

tical content for the future, once these 

classes resumed. 

Those who know me from class 

know how much I love to be in class 

with all of you. It is one of the most 

rewarding feelings I’ve ever experi-

enced, and I wouldn’t exchange it for 

ANYTHING. I’m very passionate about 

it and feel ever so fortunate for the op-

portunities I’ve been afforded. I’ve been 

so blessed to have so many people in 

my corner, growing up in the industry. 

So many have helped me, and being an 

instructor allows me the opportunity 

to give back and help others to be suc-

cessful as well. 

Very shortly thereafter, though, I 

began to bury myself in my work and 

became overwhelmed. By not allow-

ing myself some time away from the 

class-development work, it became a 

chore, instead of a task I was passion-

ate about. It not only became depress-

ing and redundant in and of itself, it 

wasn’t something I was proud to teach. 

I realized at that time that I was going 

to have to manage my time rather than 

allow the hours to just roll by each day. 

If I hadn’t, I’m scared to think what my 

state of mind would be at this moment.

Handling the emotional 
challenge
Although we are all in this together, I’ve 

never felt more alone. So, I fi nd things 

to do, outside of my responsibilities. 

Most of us have been on a flight, I’m 

assuming. In every fl ight, they remind 

us as passengers that in the case of an 

emergency, to secure our oxygen masks 

before helping others. Th ink about that 

statement for a moment. If you don’t se-

cure your mask and ensure your safety 

and well-being, you can’t be of any as-

sistance to someone else. I’ve grown to 

realize over these few seemingly-end-

less weeks, that I will be no good to my 

students or my readers if I try to create 

when I’m not feeling passionate. I real-
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ized that I had to take care of myself fi rst. 

I needed to be in the correct frame of 

mind. I had to want to create a curricu-

lum.  So, what do I do to engross myself 

in a bit of healthy distraction? I cook; I 

LOVE to cook! I now take advantage of 

the free time and make something deli-

cious for my loved ones to enjoy. 

I also love nature! Nothing clears my 

head better than a hike in the hills of 

Antietam Trail Head, just a few miles 

from my home. With the sun on my face 

and listening to nothing but the breeze 

blowing through the 100-foot pines, I 

spend hours there and hike for miles. It 

does wonders for my well-being. It’s like 

pressing the “reset button” each day. 

These are things I do to help me keep 

my head on straight. This allows me 

the mental relief I need to pursue my 

goals and tasks with more efficiency 

and passion. 

But, I’m not you, and we are all in 

different situations. I’m no longer what 

we now consider an “essential worker.” 

You ladies and gentlemen still have to 

be at work. Some of you may have been 

afforded a salary, others not so lucky. 

Many of you are told you must be at 

work, only to stand around as flat-rate 

technicians, with productivity ratios in 

the single digits. That certainly takes a 

toll on the mind as well as the wallet.

Many shops have taken advantage 

of these slow times and devoted the 

majority of the day to cleaning and 

shop maintenance. Acid-stripping 

floors and repainting. Perhaps getting 

rid of old clutter and revitalizing the 

work areas or organizing a tool room. 

Good for you! But how much cleaning 

can we do? How long will this keep 

our minds busy? I’d like you to take a 

moment and ask yourself honestly. Do 

you feel as though you invest enough 

time in yourself, in your pursuit to be 

the best technician you can be? I don’t 

think there is a single one of us that can 

honestly say “yes.”

Invest in 
yourself
By now, many of you 

are aware that there 

has been somewhat 

of a paradigm shift re-

garding how we train, 

in the wake of the 

COVID-19 virus and 

the practice of social-

distancing. Many, if not 

all, of the automotive 

training institutions 

offer online webinars 

and other interactive 

training at either low 

cost or even NO COST 

to you. We can take 

advantage of these 

tough times. We can 

capitalize on the fact we have no physi-

cal labor to conduct and utilize time to 

exercise our minds. We can grow our 

knowledge and depth of understanding 

so that we can reach new heights and 

potentially exit this crisis as better, more 

well-rounded technicians then we were 

about fi ve weeks ago. 

So, I invite you to join me and my 

fellow instructors. Reach out on Face-

book. Join us in some discussion, and 

converse with your peers. I’ve found 

that there is always someone who 

understands at a different level than 

I, and I learn from all of you every day 

— much more than you learn from 

me. Keep your eyes open for posts 

advertising upcoming online events 

and GET YOURSELF REGISTERED! 

Events like Motor Age/TST webcasts. 

Or, get caught up on over 100 episodes 

of “The Trainer,” featuring Motor Age’s 

own Director Of Training Pete Meier. 

WorldPAC and CTI are both offering 

free training under the World Profes-

sional Automotive Community and 

Virtual Classroom banners, respec-

tively. These course feature classes led 

by instructors like myself and others 

from WTI/CTI, guest industry-leaders, 

and automotive system experts (both 

from OE and premium aftermarket 

suppliers/manufacturers). You can see 

a full list of complimentary training 

available from Advance by CTI/WTI. 

Just visit www.worldpac.com/training/

classes/online or at www.ctionline.com 

for details.

Another company that had made 

free training opportunities available is 

Dorman, in partnership with TST and 

features Jerry “G” Truglia. For additional 

information on these offerings, visit the 

TST website at www.tstseminars.org. 

These times are tough but I’m con-

fident that we will soon be seeing the 

light at the end of the tunnel. Hang 

tough, stay safe, be healthy, and I will 

be seeing you on the other side, my 

friends! 

IN THIS TIME OF ISOLATION, I’ve spent part of mine 
working on another passion I have — cooking!

BRANDON STECKLER 

is Techical Editor of Motor 
Age. He is a working tech at 

Lykon Automotive in Bristol, 

Pa. He has worked in the 

field for over 18 years and 

holds mulitple ASE certifications.

bhsteckler@gmail.com
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There comes a point in a busi-

ness where you need to de-

cide to renew your operations 

to keep up with the times 

rather than go stale. I have always kept a 

strategy of renewing my business about 

every fi ve years to make sure I have that 

updated look and the latest and great-

est equipment. I have a lot of equipment 

in my attic that is antiquated within 

fi ve years because the technology just 

keeps accelerating at a pace that some-

times becomes hard to keep up with. 

Th e introduction of Advanced Driver-

Assistance Systems (ADAS) has had a 

major push for me to retool my entire 

business, so I needed more room to ac-

commodate the amount of equipment 

involved in working on ADAS systems. 

My 2014 Jeep Wrangler on steroids was 

just not cutting it anymore, so I needed 

something diff erent to take me into my 

next business phase. 

Shadow boxing? 
The 2020 Jeep Gladiator looked very 

promising — a 4-door SUV and a 5-foot 

truck bed (Figure 1). I decided to mod-

ify the interior by taking out the back 

seats and use the truck bed to carry all 

the equipment necessary to perform 

ADAS calibrations on the road. A cus-

tom stainless-steel bed top is still in 

the works to store 3.5 x 4.5-foot target 

boards in the roofl ine. When I ordered 

the truck, I made sure it was a Rubicon 

with every option this vehicle could 

have, including the ADAS system. I was 

very intrigued by the way the vehicle 

was able to maintain advanced cruise 

control and vehicle braking on its own 

while driving on the highway, but I was 

not aware of its added feature of Auto-

matic Emergency Braking. Th is I found 

out when my Gladiator abruptly issued 

a warning tone and stopped while I was 

moving slowly in traffic on a highway 

without any logical reasoning. I was 

served an ADAS “curveball” that I was 

not prepared for, and I needed to do 

some serious research to fi gure out what 

this AEB stuff  was all about.  

AEB systems are now in at least 

50 percent of all vehicles produced in 

2020 and by September 2022 it will be 

mandated that ALL vehicles produced 

will be required to have AEB equipped 

onboard. These systems will use both 

radar and camera systems on a net-

work or integrated into one unit to 

interact with engine and ABS control 

systems to control deceleration and 

braking. The ABS will be the main “ar-

bitrator” of the system and will have a 

final say in what actions to take. The 

radar and camera systems will cal-

culate a “time-to-crash” scenario and 

warn the ABS of a possible crash. The 

ABS will first pre-fill the brake hydrau-

lics to bring the brake pads closer to 

the brake rotors, issue a warning to be 

displayed to the instrument cluster, 

instruct the Body Control Module to 

prepare for a brake light activation and 

even possibly create a brake jerk to get 

the driver’s attention. Then when a final 

decision is made to put the driver out of 

harm’s way, a full brake apply will run 

ADAS CURVEBALL 
I REVIEW MY BUSINESS AND RENEW AS NEEDED EVERY FIVE YEARS. THIS RENEWAL 
THREW ME A CURVE I HADN’T EXPERIENCED BEFORE!

JOHN ANELLO // Contributing Editor

PHOTOS: JOHN ANELLO
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its course. This all happens in millisec-

onds of time through bus networks that 

allow fast interaction between onboard 

control modules. 

The Jeep Gladiator was different than 

most systems I have worked on in that 

most vehicles use separate radar units 

behind the front grille and a camera 

up in the windshield. This vehicle had 

a Driver Assist System Module that in-

corporated both radar and front camera 

at the top of the windshield for a sensor 

fusion operation. It was also equipped 

with AEB that was controlled by a Soft 

Switch in the dash menu (Figure 2) 

that you could use to set the sensitivity 

or turn on/off operation. This system 

usually works at low speeds (under 

15-20MPH) depending on the manu-

facturer. What I experienced in traffic 

happened twice on sunny days head-

ing the same direction going under an 

overpass about 10 miles per hour. While 

heading North with the sun in the East 

2
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a perfect shadow was cast on the high-

way from the overpass, and the DASM 

thought the shadow was a vehicle in 

front of me, so my Gladiator came to a 

quick halt. I was unable to move forward 

to prevent the vehicle behind from hit-

ting me because the brakes were still 

being held. Luckily for me, the driver 

behind me stopped in time. What I expe-

rienced was “phantom braking” because 

cameras, in general, can’t comprehend 

shadows but rather see them as 3-di-

mensional objects. I have since turned 

the AEB off and placed it in warning 

mode only so I could learn more about 

its system strategies.

Be careful what you wish for 
I was hoping that soon I would be able 

to work on one of these systems to learn 

more about it because it threw me such 

a curveball. Th is ADAS vehicle was so 

new with many other features such 

as Blind Spot Detection, Cross-Traffi  c 

Alert, and even Automatic Braking when 

the driver door is opened while backing 

up. Th ere is a saying of “be careful what 

you wish for,” and I think I wished a little 

too hard. It was about one month and 

3,500 miles later that I noticed a crack 

in my windshield that started at the base 

of the glass perimeter from a stone that 

kicked up on the highway. I had to put 

an insurance claim for almost $1,400 

for the windshield to be replaced that 

included a radar/camera alignment 

procedure. Th e windshield was on back-

order, so I had to wait about four weeks 

because the truck parts were still in pro-

duction mode. 

I chose to purchase a factory wind-

shield because I did not want any post 

issues with my DASM System opera-

tion. Windshield glass has always been 

mandated to have specs of clarity and 

structural safety. There is a membrane 

between two pieces of glass to keep the 

glass from shattering into many tiny 

pieces if the vehicle is involved in an 

accident of any kind that could compro-

mise the windshield and cause injury 

to a driver and passengers in a vehicle. 

With the introduction of ADAS into our 

automotive industry, there have been 

many changes to windshield specifica-

tions. They must have the proper pitch 

for camera mounting, because 1 degree 

could make a difference and create a 

problem for the system to properly fin-

ish its calibration process after wind-

shield replacement. There is also a need 

to make sure the camera view area has 

specified inclusions or a heated grid 

that does not restrict the view. A cam-

era looking through a piece of glass that 

is not to specification could distort the 

images it was designed to see putting it 

into a “Kaleidoscope World.” 

When the windshield finally ar-

rived, I met the glass guy at a local body 

shop to remove the old glass on my 

Gladiator (Figure 3). It was interest-

ing to see that the DASM Unit was not 

mounted to the windshield but rather 

on a bracket mounted to the vehicle. 

There was a grommet surrounding 

the DASM and secured tightly against 

the windshield. This is critical because 

you don’t want pirate light to sneak 

past the grommet and cause issues 

with the camera’s view. There were 

also two wires to the left of the DASM 

unit that feed power and ground to a 

heater grid built into the windshield 

that covers the camera view area to 

prevent fogging near the camera lens. 

The manufacturer states that a radar 

and camera alignment must be done 

if the DASM or windshield is replaced, 

4
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and this even includes if the vehicle is 

modified with a lift kit or bigger tires. 

This system does not use targets of any 

kind for a “static” alignment and is all 

done “dynamically” on the roadway. Be-

fore doing the roadway alignment a ver-

tical alignment of the DASM housing is 

needed by checking the assembly with 

a Digital Inclinometer (Figure 4). Before 

measuring negative 1.0 degrees +/- 0.2 

degrees, the vehicle must be on level 

ground and the suspension and tires can’t be comprised.

Dynamic calibration in Jersey? 
Once the DASM housing is vertically adjusted then you can 

proceed to the Road Test calibration. If the vehicle has been 

modifi ed, then you will have to measure the height of the 

vehicle from the center of the lower control arm bolt to the 

ground (Figure 5). Th e vehicle must be unloaded with noth-

ing in the truck bed and the tires at the proper air pressures. 

You will need to add a value of 300-600 mm for left and right 

sides of the vehicle into two diff erent windows on the dis-

played screens. If a value above 600 mm is entered, you will 

be warned that the system may NOT function properly at all 

as a liability awareness from the manufacturer. Once this is 

completed, you will see the next screen (Figure 6) that will 

show you progress bars for both the camera and radar sys-

tems that will count from 0-100 percent as you drive. Th is is 

not a time-based drive, but rather a condition-based drive. 

You must fi nd a straight roadway with visible lines and many 

roadside objects such as guardrails, telephone poles, trees, 

signs, etc. (Figure 7). You must also keep a speed above 42 

MPH with a 3-4 car length in front of you so the systems can 

properly learn the roadway. 

I was surprised that the camera system finished quickly 

after just one minute and 11 seconds. Then after about an-

other two minutes and 14 seconds, the radar system was 

completed. The total drive with the proper conditions was 

5
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under five minutes but this was on a 

clear sunny day with no rain or snow in 

the forecast. Camera systems will have 

issues calibrating if weather conditions 

are very poor and the radar system cali-

bration will not complete if you are not 

traveling at the right speed keeping 

yourself properly distanced from cars 

in front of you. This is not a job you can 

do during major rush hour or on a road-

way without lines on either side of the 

vehicle. You also need to think about 

taking another person with you on the 

road trip to monitor the laptop while 

you drive, because it may be a liability 

issue if something should happen if you 

take your eyes off the roadway while 

giving attention to a laptop screen or 

keyboard function. 

I hope that all you readers have 

enjoyed my personal experience with 

ADAS and the many things that af-

fect its proper operation. I am sure 

as time goes on there will be many 

changes to f ine-tune operations to 

ensure these systems are more robust. 

You will see many manufacturers re-

moving radar systems out of the front 

fascia of vehicles and putting them 

into the windshields out of harm’s way 

to lower the cost of insurance claims. I 

also see a possible fusion of radar, lidar 

and camera systems all tucked in the 

upper windshield to give the ADAS 

system a wider spectrum of “Roadway 

Classification.” 

JOHN ANELLO owns Auto 

Tech on Wheels in northern 

New Jersey, which is a 

mobile diagnostic service 

for 1,700 shops, providing 

technical assistance and 

remote programming. He is also a nationally 

known trainer. 

atowscopeit@aol.com
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Autel’s diagnostic tablets have just been 

certifi ed by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles 

US (FCA) to access the Secure Gate-

way (SGW) module on some 2017 and 

newer FCA vehicles. 

FCA started installing the SGW on 

some 2017 vehicles, with each subse-

quent year seeing increasing adaption, so 

that nearly 100% of FCA’s 2020 vehicles 

are reported to have the SGW installed. 

A firewall of sorts, the SGW blocks 

unauthorized access and manipulation 

of vehicle networks and vital systems. 

FCA says the SGW was developed not 

to restrict access to diagnostic data but 

rather to restrict  “the ability of non-reg-

istered and non-authenticated users 

to perform intrusive diagnostics such 

as bi-directional controls.” Beyond the 

prevention of bi-directional capability, 

which include calibrations, relearns and 

actuations, even the simple act of clear-

ing a code is denied.  

 AutoAuth, an authentication ser-

vice, acts between the FCA server and 

the aftermarket diagnostic tools. As 

FCA describes it in their “AutoAuth High 

Level Overview” document discussing 

the process, “the SGW Authentica-

tion Bridge Server acts as a “bridge” to 

allow Independent Aftermarket (IAM) 

tools the ability to retrieve necessary 

information from FCA’s Public Key In-

frastructure (PKI) to perform the au-

thentication process with the SGW. It 

provides separation between FCA US 

internal systems and IAM Tool Manu-

facturer systems for architecture and 

security purposes. Only those IAM 

Tool Manufacturers who enter into the 

required legal agreements with FCA US, 

as governed by FCA US MOPAR Techni-

cal Service Operations will be allowed to 

interface with the SGW Authentication.”

Shops can register through Auto-

Auth’s registration portal for $50 a year.  

Up to five technicians can register under 

this initial fee, with additional users able 

to register for an additional nominal fee. 

The next step is for the shop to register 

its Autel tablets, up to 100 tools, on the 

site. Once registered, technicians need 

only to install the latest FCA software 

update on their tablet. A valid Autel soft-

ware subscription is required. The tablet 

must also be connected to the Internet 

during any attempt at advanced diag-

nostics on an applicable FCA vehicle. 

Follow the instruction displayed on the 

tablet to ensure a successful connection 

and authentication of the SGW by the 

FCA server.

All of Autel’s tablets can be registered 

to have access to the FCA SGW module, 

including the MX808 and TS608 service 

tablets, the MaxiSYS IM508 and IM608 

immobilizer and key programming tab-

lets, the MaxiSYS 905 tablet, the Maxi-

SYS 906 tablet series, the MaxiSYS 908 

tablet series, the MaxiSYS ADAS tablet, 

the MaxiSYS 909 and MaxiSYS 919 and 

the MaxiSYS Ultra tablets. 

FCA US LLC sold over 2.2 million ve-

hicles in the United States last year. Its 

best-selling line, Ram, sold over 700,000 

vehicles last year, an 18 percent increase 

over 2018.  

Though only applicable to FCA ve-

hicles at this time, is has been reported 

that several manufacturers are about to 

announce the installation of SGW mod-

ules on their vehicles. SGW and similar 

server-client based authentication sys-

tems are viewed as another vital step 

into the security of the vehicle systems 

as the industry marches toward autono-

mous vehicles. 

Autel’s FCA-certification is just more 

proof of the company’s continuing sig-

nificance in the industry and its com-

mitment to providing its users the most 

advanced, technology-driven solutions 

available. 

Autel obtains certified access to 
FCA vehicles with SGW module

AUTEL
175 Central Avenue, Suite 200

Farmingdale, NY 11735

1- 855-288-3587

USsupport@autel.com

www.autel.com
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About AutoEnginuity
AutoEnginuity, founded in 2003 and headquartered in Mesa, 

Arizona, has developed into a leader in ad¬vanced aftermarket 

automotive diagnostics software and associated vehicle make/

model coverage. On January 2, 2020, AutoEnginuity was ac-

quired by OPUS | IVS, the Intelligent Vehicle Support (IVS) 

division of Opus Group. 

OPUS | IVS supports automotive shops in repairing com-

plex vehicles safely and fast. Established in 2018, the business 

has grown through uniting expertise and technology from 
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The next generation of 
diagnostics is here!
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Warm weather is great for lei-

sure time fun, grilling out on the 

deck or sitting by the pool.

But there’s nothing nice 

about fixing vehicles in a hot, 

stuffy shop with no air flow 

or air conditioning. The good 

news is that there are creative 

and cost-effective ways to keep 

your technicians cool and effi-

cient on those hot, humid days.

If shutting the doors and 

running the A/C full blast all 

day isn’t an option, consider 

these three tips on staying cool 

in the shop this summer:

1. Insulate and Hydrate

Although it can be costly, 

insulation should always be a 

consideration when building 

a shop. If the shop wasn’t con-

structed with sufficient insulation, see if 

there is a way to add some now. Insu-

lating the garage helps keep the hot air 

from getting in and the cool air – what 

little there might be – from getting out. 

Hydrating is also important during 

hot summer days, not only for you and 

your workers but also for your shop. 

Sprinkling cool water on the roof of 

your building can cool the interior by as 

much as 10 to 15 degrees. The downside 

is that you may have to do this repeat-

edly because water evaporates quickly 

in the hot sun.

2. Bring in dehumidifiers

Reducing airborne moisture in the 

shop – getting rid of the humidity – is 

a good way to cool things down. A por-

table electric dehumidifier provides an 

economical way to remove moisture 

from the air and can make your shop 

feel cooler – even if the temperature 

stays the same. Dehumidifiers are sized 

by the number of pints of water they re-

move from the air in a 24-hour period. 

Do some research on what size unit is 

best suited for the size of your shop.

3. Buy a Swamp Cooler

Many shops can’t afford to run the 

A/C all day to keep things comfort-

able. And keeping the doors open or 

using fans only helps so much. If it’s re-

ally nasty outside, you’re just blowing 

around hot, humid air.

A swamp cooler is an incredibly 

cost-effective way to cool industrial 

shop environments without break-

ing a sweat. For just $1 per full 8-hour 

workday, a swamp cooler will chill a 

massive industrial space better than 

you thought possible.

Swamp coolers are the most cost-ef-

ficient way to keep your shop’s air fresh 

and cool. The Cool Boss™ portable swamp 

cooler pulls in hot air through the back 

and cools it instantly using an evapora-

tive media that reduces the air tempera-

ture by as much as 26 degrees. The Cool 

Boss’s oscillating swing-louvers push the 

air out in all directions, cooling down the 

whole shop at once. The Cool Boss also 

features a negative air ionizer that cleans 

the air as well, improving the overall air 

quality of your shop while it cools.

For more information about the 

Cool Boss™ portable swamp cooler, visit 

www.thecoolboss.com.

Keeping your shop cool is no sweat
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800-896-3126  | mitchell1.com

Some technicians who have been in 

the industry for a while may remember 

when an entire vehicle’s wiring diagram 

could fi t on a printed page or two. Th ose 

days are long gone!

As you all know, most of the en-

hancements being made on vehicles 

today are electronic, which add circuits 

and networking to the vehicle to make 

everything work. So, wiring diagrams are 

becoming more and more important.  

And here’s the thing — with all these 

emerging technologies coming at us so 

rapidly, often a vehicle comes into the 

shop with a symptom that even the most 

experienced tech has not seen before. This 

is why it’s critical to have access to wiring 

diagrams that make it quick and easy to 

find the related component information 

and arrive at an accurate diagnosis.

Let’s take a step back in time and con-

sider wiring diagrams for the 1970 Impala. 

The first thing you would notice is that the 

whole vehicle’s wiring — bumper to bum-

per — fits on two pages. That includes 

body, ignition, charging and HVAC. 

Things were pretty simple back then.

Now let’s compare the 2016 Chevy 

Impala. There are far too many diagrams 

to describe here. In fact, there are over 30 

sub-systems that make up the vehicle’s 

complete electrical system. If we look at 

the engine performance wiring, it now 

takes eight diagrams to show everything 

— over 60 components in all. The AC sys-

tem has four diagrams. The anti-theft has 

four diagrams as well. The supplemental 

restraints system has three diagrams.

You get the picture. And without a 

modern repair information resource, it 

can be time-consuming to navigate these 

complex diagrams to locate the specific 

circuit you’re interested in diagnosing.     

That is how the wiring diagrams in the 

ProDemand repair information software 

from Mitchell 1 can help. The collection of 

wiring diagrams consists of single images 

that are grouped together by systems. The 

software provides continuity across the full 

set of OEM diagrams by highlighting traces 

within a system on the vehicle. 

Interactivity & Component-
level Navigation
Interactive wiring diagrams allow us-

ers to navigate via the diagram directly 

to component information without a 

secondary lookup. Component names 

shown in the wiring diagrams are active 

links that take the user straight to infor-

mation like component location, connec-

tor views and replacement procedures.

In ProDemand, you can find the wiring 

diagram you need by simply searching for 

the component. Just enter a component, 

click search, and instantly arrive at the dia-

gram for the specific component entered 

as a search term. When you open that 

diagram the component will be in focus 

with all the traces already highlighted. If 

your diagram has multiple pages, you can 

easily follow the trace as the highlighting 

extends across all the pages until the circuit 

reaches its termination.

Think how different this is from how 

you may have done electrical diagnostics 

“in the old days” with paper charts. You 

would have your wiring chart open and 

trace it to whatever component or circuit 

you were interested in. Then you would 

save that page with a bookmark and search 

the manual for information about the com-

ponent you were diagnosing. 

Now this process is completely au-

tomated and your software does all the 

work for you, bringing together the dia-

gram and related components and pro-

cedures. Never before have diagrams 

been so complex — yet so easy to navi-

gate when using the right tools.

Tools to help master today’s 
electrical diagnostics

PRODEMAND interactive wiring diagrams link to component information
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Th e DanAmAir is a fast, fl exible and easy to modify aluminum pipe system 

for compressed air in any shop or garage. DanAmAir components are 

reusable and interchangeable, which enables immediate and easy lay-

out modifi cations. Unlike the performance of steel or copper, which 

degrades over time due to corrosion, DAA provides clean air 

quality with optimum fl ow rate performance

DAA also offers significant savings on installation, main-

tenance and operating costs when compared to traditional 

pipe. The quick connections eliminate the need to thread, 

solder or glue pipe. DanAmAir’s aluminum pipe system 

also significantly reduces plant energy costs by increasing 

efficiency, reducing pressure drops and eliminating leaks.

This is cost efficiency
DanAmAir compressed aluminum piping system

Threaded 

Carbon Steel
Copper

Pipe Schedule Aluminum Sch 40 Type L

Material

Pipe $ 2,073.75 $ 1,935.60 $ 2,880.00

Fittings $ 1,207.15 $ 113.38 $ 250.30

Material Total $ 3,280.90 $ 2,048.98 $ 3,130.30

Labor Hours 22.35 82.21 60.42

Labor Cost at $65/man hour 1,459.90 5,343.65 3,927.30

Total Cost $ 4,740.80 $ 7,392.63 $ 7,057.60

 Savings

Man-hours Savings 73% 63%

Total Installed Cost Savings 36% 33%

ir benefits

• Quick connection technology

• Modular and reusable
• No corrosion
• Full-bore design
• Lower installation costs

• Leak-free guarantee
• Immediate pressurization
• Lightweight

Suitable fluids

•  Compressed air
(dry, wet, lubricated)

• Vacuum
•  Inert gases

Maximum working pressure 

188 PSI from -4°F to +140°F
232 PSI from -4°F to +115°F 
(*Max. working pressure for 6" is 188 PSI)

Vacuum level: 8.7 % (29.6" Hg)

Temperature range

Working: -4°F to +140°F
Storage: -40°F to +176°F

MATERIAL LIST: 500 feet of pipe, 16 elbows, 7 tees, and 10 couplings (unions). Comparison 
is DanAmAir 40 mm versus 2” pipe. Labor rates from MCAA manual are factored by 0.70, which 
is typical for estimating field jobs.
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When it comes to fi nding the right lift 

for the job, greater fl exibility, as well as 

the ability to accommodate the widest 

range of vehicles, enhance technician 

productivity and help boost profi tabil-

ity are just a few “small” requirements a 

shop should look for. 

It’s important for shops to have the 

flexibility they need to tackle anything 

from alignments and tire repairs to brake 

and suspension work. That’s why Rotary 

Lift recently unveiled the newest lift to its 

line of products, the ARO22 Alignment 

Lift. The ARO22 is the highest capacity 

open-front alignment lift on the market 

and can handle everything from passen-

ger vehicles to larger work trucks, making 

it easier for shops and dealers to service 

a wider range of vehicles.

Of all the shop tools available, a ve-

hicle lift can offer the greatest oppor-

tunity for increasing service speed to 

improve service bay productivity and 

profitability.

Flexibility
Rotary’s ARO22’s open-front design is 

engineered for both cars and commer-

cial vehicles and can service everything 

from low-profi le Class 1 passenger ve-

hicles to Class 5 vehicles weighing up to 

22,000 pounds.

The ARO22 alignment-ready lift 

has a 26-inch-wide platform runway 

with 40-inch spacing in between and is 

equipped with air-operated rolling jacks, 

including a 9,000-pound-capacity front 

jack and a low-profile, 15,000-pound-

capacity rear jack.

Ease of use
Th e lift’s air-locking rear steer plates are 

operated from a power column that 

eliminates the manual process of setting 

pins, allowing for a quality alignment, 

and LEDs integrated into the runway 

platforms illuminate the undercar to 

improve the work environment. Th e op-

tional SmartFILLTM integrated air infl a-

tion system lets technicians set the tires 

to the desired PSI while performing other 

work and has an optional dual-tire fi lling 

capability that enables separate pressure 

settings for front- and rear-axle tires.

Safety
Keeping technicians safe is critical in 

any shop. Th e system’s patented articu-

lating roller system and oversized front 

columns are designed to help evenly 

distribute the load balance, while the 

Sentinel Lock™ system features oversized 

slack cables and guide arm to ensure the 

lock latch stays in place. Th is helps ex-

tend the life of the lift and allows techni-

cians to easily set up a vehicle and safely 

and quickly make repairs.

The ARO22 lift is also compatible 

with Rotary’s technician-friendly tower-

less alignment systems and other align-

ment systems on the market. 

5 Lift-Buying Tips
Keeping a shop efficient and produc-

tive is a top priority, but to achieve that, 

you need to have the right equipment 

in place. Th e right lift can help speed up 

repairs, boost accuracy and give techni-

cians what they need to safely and reli-

ably do a job. Rotary off ers fi ve tips to 

consider before buying your next lift:

 

1.  Understand the types of vehicles you 

want to lift.

2.  Assess the services your business 

performs.

3. Consider your shop’s available space.

4.  Evaluate the reputation and custom-

er service of the company you’re pur-

chasing from.

5.  Consider your technicians’ needs 

and safety. 

To learn more about Rotary’s ARO22 

Alignment Lift or other Rotary Lift prod-

ucts or if you need help finding the right 

lift, visit www.rotarylift.com. 

Bring flexibility to your shop 
with the right lift
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X-431 ADAS PRO
The LAUNCH X-431 ADAS Pro calibration 
tool is designed to ensure driving safety and 
comfort by handling the calibration of ADAS 
camera and radar systems. The automatic 
calibration frame and the multiple target 
boards are provided for servicing compre-
hensive car lines with rapid and accurate calibration. The ADAS 
Software’s easy-to-follow process guides the technician step by 
step throughout the procedures. The bi-directional X-431 Throttle 
scanner with OE-level coverage and full diagnostic function en-
sure a satisfying experience for both diagnostics and calibrations.
WWW.LAUNCHTECHUSA.COM

DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
Snap-on® has released an upgrade to its 
European coverage with more content 
and innovative features to help grow repair 
shops’ business. Recent European coverage 
additions include new and enhanced general 
repair, collision and safety systems for Alfa 
Romeo®, Audi®, BMW®, Fiat®, Jaguar®, Land Rover®, Mercedes-
Benz®, MINI®, Porsche®, Smart®, Volkswagen® and Volvo®. 
DIAGNOSTICS.SNAPON.COM/SOFTWARE

TRAINING PROGRAMS
Worldpac Training Insti-
tute (WTI) and Carquest 
Technical Institute (CTI) 
launched two new training 
programs, World Professional Automotive Community and Virtual 
Classroom, respectively, offering no-charge live online training. 
This joint venture provides automotive industry professionals a 
training series featuring advanced technical and business man-
agement classes. Instructors from WTI and CTI, guest industry 
leaders and automotive experts from OE and premium aftermar-
ket suppliers and manufacturers deliver course content.  
WORLDPAC.COM/TRAINING/CLASSES/ONLINE

WATER PUMPS
Carter Water Pumps are engi-
neered to move fl uid effi ciently 
and reliably to meet the rapidly 
changing technologies and high temperature environments of 
today’s engines. Pioneered with the service professional in mind, 
Carter’s exclusive selection of patent pending Premium Rapid 
Fit™ Water Pumps feature pre-mounted components including 
gaskets and mounting bolts to deliver time-saving installation.
WWW.CARTERFUELSYSTEMS.COM

CARQUEST FUEL PUMPS
Carquest Premium Fuel Pumps, available exclu-
sively from Advance Professional and Carquest, 
are performance-tested fuel pumps that ensure 
long life through quiet and precise operation. 
Designed with upgrades to meet or ex-
ceed OE specifi cations, Carquest Premium 
Fuel Pumps use a superior carbon commu-
tator and turbine technology to improve durability and enhance 
performance. For more information on quality Carquest products, 
call your local Advance Auto Parts or Carquest delivery location.
WWW.CARQUEST.COM

BRAKE DISCS
Textar engineers have utilized 
the know-how that comes from 
decades of producing premium OE 
brake pads to develop a perfectly 
matched brake disc that ensures 
the ultimate braking performance of your vehicle. The Textar 
range of brake discs is manufactured to precise German speci-
fi cation and are application engineered for cars driven in North 
America. Textar brake discs, Textar brake fl uids (DOT 3, 4, 5.1), 
Textar anti-squeal pastes and Textar brake tools are available 
exclusively at WORLDPAC, as well as a full range of premier 
Textar brake pads, e-pads and brake shoes.
WWW.TEXTAR-WORLDPAC.COM
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GROW YOUR BUSINESS. PARTNER WITH NAB TODAY!

866.481.4604    

©2020 North American Bancard is a registered ISO of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Concord, CA, and The Bancorp Bank, Philadelphia, PA. 
American Express may require separate approval. *Durbin regulated Check Card percentage rate. A per transaction fee will also apply. 
**Some restrictions apply. This advertisement is sponsored by an ISO of North American Bancard. Apple Pay is a trademark of Apple Inc.

WWW. NYNAB.COM

Rates as low as .05%*

FREE Credit Card Terminal Placement Wireless/Landline/High-Speed/Dial-Up

Easy setup (with no setup fees and quick approvals)

Seamless integration with your current POS

$295** towards your early termination fee (if you have one) with your current processor

Access to Payments Hub – our secure, online merchant portal

Free paper**

REDUCE YOUR CREDIT CARD 
PROCESSING FEES

with

�)���9KƂ�

•  FREE NFC & 
EMV-Ready Terminal 
& Pin Pad or wireless 
terminal.

•  Accept payments in-store, 
online, or on-the-go.

OPTIONAL PROGRAMS:

• Curbside Ordering

• Point of Sale Systems
Recommendations, Solutions 
& Integrations

Make the same profi t margin with 
cash and non-cash payments!
• Cash Discount

NAB makes it easy to make the same profi t from non-cash payments 
as you do with cash payments with our cash discount program.

Accept EMV/NFC
(Apple Pay, ETC.) EBT,
Snap, Checks and more

Pay-at-the-pump 
compatible

Next Day Funding with 
weekend settlement

INTEGRATE 
WITH YOUR POS
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HIT THE 
FAST LANE OF THE 

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

for Web Exclusives and 
Advertising Opportunities 

Go to our Websites

www.searchautoparts.com

Generate sales leads, maintain market 
presence, conduct market testing, promote 
existing lines, introduce new products and 

services, or recruit the best.

Call Michael Parra at 
Ph: 704-618-6145 or

  E-mail: mparra@endeavorb2b.com

MARKETPLACE OFFER YOU AN EXCELLENT  
RETURN ON INVESTMENT!

FOR MARKETPLACE OR 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
AD RATES/PLACEMENT: 

Work For You!
Let Marketplace Advertising

Electrical How-to-Book  
by Vince Fischelli (250 pages - 198 diagrams) $98.00

“Vehicle Electrical Troubleshooting SHORTCUTS”

Troubleshooting Batteries, Cranking Circuits and Charging Systems 
on-the-vehicle with just a DMM & Current Clamp plus a lot more!

Veejer Enterprises Inc.
www.veejer.com   972-276-9642

TRAINING

For more information,  

call Wright’s Media  

at 877.652.5295 or  

visit our website at  

www.wrightsmedia.com

Logo Licensing    |    Reprints    |    Eprints    |    Plaques

Leverage branded content from Motor Age to create 

a more powerful and sophisticated statement 

about your product, service, or company in your 

next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s Media 

to find out more about how we can customize your 

acknowledgements and recognitions to enhance 

your marketing strategies.

Content Licensing  
for Every  

Marketing Strategy

 Outdoor

  Direct Mail

  Print Advertising

  Tradeshow/POP Displays

 Social Media

 Radio & Television

Marketing solutions fit for:



1-800-253-2363 • www.bendpak.com
*Free shipping on BendPak products to the 48 contiguous states.

© 2020 BendPak Inc. BendPak is a registered trademark.

NO SUCH THING AS

“TOO TALL”

Model shown XPR-10AXLS

MRP $4,410

*FREE SHIPPING

 A

N
D VALIDATE

D

Super-Tall Rise

For technicians challenged to work under a lift all day, common injuries stem from poor

working posture and improperly fitted equipment. BendPak’s NEW 10,000-lb. capacity
XPR-10XLS and XPR-10AXLS two-post lifts feature over 80 inches of lifting height to 

absolutely tower above other lifts. Make all jobs easier and support the long-term health of taller 

techs. Plus, get the best warranty and after-sale support that only comes with BendPak. 
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When a customer brings in a misfire 

caused by a “dead” hole, the reason for 

that misfi re is usually pretty easy to iso-

late. Simply pull all the plugs and use a 

mechanical gauge to measure each one, 

looking for the odd man out. If you have 

a scope, a simple relative compression 

test would fi nd the culprit even faster. 

But what if you’re dealing with an 

intermittent sealing issue — an issue 

increasingly common in today’s GDI 

powerplants? Carbon deposits on the 

valve are just heavy enough to prevent 

the valve from sealing and may even 

leak only under very specific conditions. 

Remember, too, that the valve rotates as it 

opens and closes, so the contact face may 

be located in one position relative to the 

cylinder head one moment (and misfire 

like a son-of-a-gun) and in another the 

next (and run smooth as glass).  

No worries. There are a number of 

ways to test the engine’s ability to seal. 

Some require nothing more than a good 

ear while others require a digital storage 

oscilloscope and specialized accesso-

ries. In this edition of The Trainer, we’ll 

review a few of the more common op-

tions so you have an arsenal of choices 

to choose from next time you’re faced 

with a low compression issue.  

PETE  MEIER // Director of Training

FINDING THE LEAKING CYLINDER(S) CAN BE TRICKY, BUT THERE IS 
MORE THAN ONE WAY TO ISOLATE THE OFFENDER!

COMPRESSION TESTING OPTIONS 

SIGN UP FOR YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY AT  MOTORAGE.COM/MATCONNECT

MOTORAGE.COM/jun20trainer



Explore the products, training and solutions that Advance and our TechNet program offer 

to help you stay on the leading edge of technology at my.advancepro.com/future.
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